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mechanisms!assessed!by!EEG!and/or!MRI.!!In!each!case,!similar!psychological!
deficits!showed!evidence!of!opposite!underlying!causes.!!Such!results!suggest!that!
information!on!levels!of!psychological!deficit!is!of!limited!usefulness,!for!
understanding!or!treatment,!without!information!on!neurological!causes!or!
correlates.!!Apparently,!there!are!too!many!ways!for!complex!systems,!like!human!
socialVcognitive!development,!to!undergo!alterations!in!function,!for!processes!to!be!
inferred!using!levels!of!deviation!from!optimality.!!Pinkham!et!al.!(2019)!
acknowledge!that!shared!deficits!need!not!indicate!similarity,!but!this!point!is!not!
applied!to!their!inferences,!nor!to!the!more!general!question!of!what!information!
quantitative!levels!of!deficits!actually!provides.!!A!more!general!issue,!as!regards!
interpretation!of!social!deficits!found!in!both!autism!and!schizophrenia,!is!that!they!
are!typically!considered!as!evidence!of!etiologic!overlap!(e.!g.,!Couture!et!al.!2010).!!
This!belief!is!belied!by!the!apparent!complete!lack!of!evidence!in!the!literature!for!
shared!social!deficits!in!autism!and!schizophrenia!(or!psychosis)!being!
demonstrated!to!be!underlain!by!shared!neurological!mechanisms.!
! Can!disorderVspecific!tests!salient!to!socialVcognitive!abilities!help!to!alleviate!
such!limitations?!!The!Autism!Quotient!(AQ)!test,!one!of!the!most!commonly!used!
metrics!of!autistic!traits,!shows!elevated!scores!among!individuals!with!anorexia!
(Westwood!et!al.!2016),!borderline!personality!(Dudas!et!al.!2017),!suicide!attempts!
(Richards!et!al.!2019),!and!schizophrenia!spectrum!disorders!(De!Crescenzo!et!al.!
2019).!!These!results!can!be!construed!either!as!evidence!of!psychological!overlap!
between!autism!and!each!of!these!conditions,!or!as!indicating!that!the!AQ!broadly!
quantifies!social!problems!(among!other!traits)!with!limited!regard!to!their!diverse!
underlying!causes.!!Is!there!neurological!overlap!that!grounds!such!psychometric!
data!in!biology?!
! Psychological!tests!that!are!based!not!on!deficits!per!se,!but!on!patterns!of!
qualitative!psychological!differences,!should,!by!contrast,!provide!information!that!
can!link!more!readily!to!potential!causes.!!For!example,!the!Movie!for!Analysis!of!
Social!Cognition!permits!differentiation!of!social!deficits!as!due!to!underV!versus!
overVmentalizing!(Dziobek!et!al.!2006;!Fretland!et!al.!2015),!which!can!in!turn!be!
connected!with!different!patterns!of!neural!activation!(e.!g.,!Backasch!2013).!
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! Second,!quantification!of!psychological!deficits,!in!the!context!of!psychiatric!
categories,!departs!from!Research!Domain!Criteria!(RDoC)!core!recommendations!
to!focus!on!adaptive!biological!phenotypes!and!how!they!malfunction,!rather!than!
on!diagnoses.!Approaches!based!on!RdoC!indeed!fit!with!the!standard!medical!
model!for!disease,!which!involves!determining!what!biological!system!has!become!
maladaptive,!and!how!(Nesse!and!Stein!2012).!!Application!of!the!standard!medical!
model!of!disease!to!psychiatry!requires!recognition!that!diagnoses!are!typically!!
reified!(falsely!considered!as!'real'),!as!opposed!to!conceptualized!as!what!they!are:!
societal!constructs!that!are!useful!for!scientific!communication.!!Pinkham!et!al.!
(2019)!contend!that!'shared!dimensions!of!observable!behaviors!may!help!to!
pinpoint!common!mechanisms'!in!the!RdoC!framework,!but!such!pinpointing!may!
be!more!likely!through!analysis!of!how!biological!adaptations!connect!to!
psychological!maladaptations,!rather!than!through!computation!of!psychological!
impairments.!
! Third,!the!quantification!of!deficits!in!psychiatry,!in!conjunction!with!the!
application!of!reified!DSM!diagnoses,!encourages!treatments!based!on!categories!
rather!than!individuals.!!Current!diagnostic!categories!can!instead!be!considered!as!
starting!points!for!differential!diagnosis!of!the!biological!causes!of!each!individual's!
psychological!difficulties.!!Such!individualVbased,!differentialVdiagnostic!procedures!
are,!of!course,!the!norm!in!nonVpsychiatric!medicine,!such!as!immunology,!but!they!
are!extremely!challenging!in!psychiatry!given!the!complexities!of!how!the!brain!
develops!and!works.!!However,!remarkably,!even!given!sets!of!wellVvalidated!causes!
and!correlates!of,!for!example,!autism,!procedures!for!differential!diagnoses!of!its!
biological!etiology!have!yet!to!be!developed,!aside!from!genetic!testing.!!SelfVreport!
and!taskVbased!psychological!tests!for!social!cognitive!domains!will!certainly!have!
their!place!in!individualized!diagnostic!protocols,!but!only!to!the!degree!that!they!
indicate!differences!rather!than!just!quantifying!deficits,!and!thereby!connect!
relatively!directly!with!biological!causation.!
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